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NON-ABELIAN ORBIFOLDS OF LATTICE VERTEX OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
THOMAS GEMU¨NDEN AND CHRISTOPH A. KELLER
Abstract. We construct orbifolds of holomorphic lattice Vertex Operator Algebras for non-Abelian
finite automorphism groups G. To this end, we construct twisted modules for automorphisms g together
with the projective representation of the centralizer of g on the twisted module. This allows us to extract
the irreducible modules of the fixed point VOA V G, and to compute their characters and modular
transformation properties. We then construct holomorphic VOAs by adjoining such modules to V G.
Applying these methods to extremal lattices in d = 48 and d = 72, we construct more than fifty new
holomorphic VOAs of central charge 48 and 72, many of which have a very small number of light states.
1. Introduction
In this article we continue our exploration of holomorphic vertex operator algebras of central charge
c = 48 and c = 72. On the one hand we are motivated by the fact that not too many examples of
such VOAs have been constructed. On the other hand are motivated by the question of the existence of
extremal VOAs [Ho¨h96,Ho¨h08,Wit07], and more generally by the physics of holography, which requires
VOAs with ‘a small number of light states’ [HKS14], that is a small number of vectors with low conformal
weight. This means that for a VOA
(1) V =
⊕
n
V(n) ,
we want the V(n) to have a small dimension for the first few integers n. At c = 72 for instance, an
extremal VOA has the following ‘spectrum of light states’:
(2) dimV(1) = 0 , dimV(2) = 1 , dim V(3) = 1 .
The dimensions of these spaces are as small as is compatible with the axioms of a VOA. It is still
an open question if such VOAs exist for central charge 48 or higher. More generally it is difficult
to construct VOAs with dimV(n) small: Most constructions give relatively large dimensions, or more
precisely, dimensions that grow very quickly when the central charge increases. For lattice VOAs for
instance, the dimensions grow at least polynomially in the rank of the lattice. We therefore need a way
to decrease the dimension, for instance by projecting out a large number of vectors. In the present work,
we achieve this by orbifolding.
Starting with a VOA V , the first step in orbifolding is to pick an automorphism groupG < Aut(V ), and
restrict to the sub-VOA V G which is invariant underG. By the combined results of [DM99,Miy15,CM16],
if V is tame (sometimes also called strongly rational) and holomorphic, and G is a finite solvable group,
then V G is again tame. It is however no longer holomorphic: it will in general have finitely many
irreducible modules Mi, which can in fact be obtained from the twisted modules of V [DL96,DLM97,
DRX17]. The next step is thus to try to find a new holomorphic VOAs by considering holomorphic
extensions of V G: that is, to adjoin an appropriate set of V G-modules to V G to recover a holomorphic
VOA given by V orb(G) = V G ⊕iMi. By the results of [EG18], this is possible only if a certain 3-cocycle
in the modular tensor category of the modules of V G is trivial. To construct the actual VOA structure
on V orb(G), an understanding of intertwining operators for twisted modules is needed. This question
was addressed for the case when the automorphisms of different twisted modules commute [Xu95].
More recently a lot of progress has been made in [Hua17,Hua18], which in particular gave the correct
construction for the general, non-commuting case. In this work however we will content ourselves with
computing the character of V orb(G). See [Mo¨l16] for a nice overview on the status of orbifold VOAs.
Following this overall approach, in [GK19] we started with VOAs based on extremal lattices of di-
mensions d = 48 and 72 [CS99,Neb98,Neb12,Neb14], and picked G to be cyclic groups. In this way we
constructed more than a hundred new examples of holomorphic VOAs with few light vectors. Although
we did not find an extremal VOA, we found VOAs with much smaller dimensions than for unorbifolded
lattice VOAs. Our construction of V orb(G) in these cases was based on the theory of cyclic orbifolds,
which was completely worked out in [vMS17]. In particular, we could avoid constructing the twisted
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modules of V explicitly: their characters could be obtained from the known modular transformation of
the characters of untwisted modules.
In this article we return to the same lattice VOAs, but now orbifold by non-cyclic and even non-
Abelian automorphism groups G. In this way we construct about fifty new VOAs, some of which improve
significantly on the previously obtained ones in that their dimensions are much lower. For c = 72, as
in [GK19], we can state one result of our constructions in the following form:
Theorem 1.1. There exists a tame holomorphic VOA with central charge c = 72 and
dim V(1) = 0 , dimV(2) = 12 , dim V(3) = 200 .
Note that the VOA in theorem 1.1 improves over the VOA in the analog theorem in [GK19], for which
the dimensions were larger. We prove in fact that this VOA cannot be obtained from an Abelian orbifold
of a lattice VOA, by giving a lower bound on dim V(2) for all such Abelian orbifolds; it is thus a genuinely
non-Abelian construction. This indicates that the situation in c = 72 is different from c = 24, where all
known 71 holomorphic VOAs can be constructed as cyclic lattice orbifolds [MS].
For c = 48 on the other hand, we find several orbifold VOAs which give
dimV(1) = 0 , dimV(2) = 48 .
In [GK19] we found cyclic orbifolds which have the same character. We thus found no non-cyclic orbifolds
that improve over cyclic orbifolds. One might of course try to improve by considering other lattices
and their orbifolds. However, [Neb13] suggests that other extremal lattices, if they exist, have smaller
automorphism groups; [Neb16] gives a similar result for Γ72. Using non-extremal lattices on the other
hand introduces more light vectors coming from the short vectors of the lattice, which need to be
eliminated by a powerful enough orbifold group. This gives at least some evidence that dimV(2) = 48
may be the optimal lattice orbifold result for c = 48, and that our c = 72 constructions may be fairly close
to optimal for lattice orbifolds. Here of course we leave completely open the possibility of an altogether
different construction, which could lead to better results.
In the remainder of the introduction, let us describe our algorithm for constructing orbifolds of lattice
VOAs in more detail and point out the key ingredients. To construct non-cyclic and non-Abelian orbifolds
of lattice VOAs, we proceed in several steps, relying on various results. The first step is to find a suitable
subgroup of Aut(VL) with which to orbifold. For this we start with a group of lattice automorphisms
G < Aut(L). The elements g of G then need to be lifted by a lift ι to ι(g) ∈ Aut(VL) [DN99]. In practice
we find it useful to focus on cases where the lifted group 〈ι(G)〉 is isomorphic to the original group G.
We give an explicit construction for ι.
The next step is to construct the g-twisted VL-modules Wg. For this we use the results of [Lep85]
and [BK04]. The central result here is that the full g-twisted module Wg can be constructed as an
induced representation from a finite dimensional projective representation Ω0 of a certain finite Abelian
group N . Next we need to compute the action of the centralizer Cg on Wg: for general reasons we know
that there is a projective representation φg(·) of Cg onWg [DLM97,LL04,DRX17]. To obtain the twining
characters T (g, h; τ) = trWgφg(h)q
L0−c/24 however, we need to construct φg explicitly. Because we know
how φg(·) acts on the twisted vertex operators, it is enough to compute the restriction φg(·)|Ω0 to the
finite dimensional space Ω0. We achieve this by using Schur’s lemma and the explicit representation
of N on Ω0. We then use φg(·) to extract the irreducible V
G modules from the twisted V -modules
Wg using [DLM97, DRX17], and compute their characters explicitly, which allows us to read off their
modular transformation properties.
In the final step we extend V G to an holomorphic VOA V orb(G) by adjoining a suitable set of irreducible
V G-modules which we constructed in the previous step. This is not always possible: we need to use the
results of [EG18] to check if there is an obstruction to this step, that is if in physics language the orbifold
is ‘anomalous’. The central idea is that the irreducible modules of V G form a modular tensor category
given by a Drinfeld double Dω twisted by some 3-cocycle ω ∈ H
3(G,U(1)).The result of [EG18] then
tells us that holomorphic extensions V orb(G) only exist if ω is trivial, and it also gives us the characters of
all possible extensions. The condition ω trivial we can check from the modular transformation properties
of the characters of the modules constructed above.
For many cases, it is not necessary to go through this whole procedure. If G is cyclic, then one can of
course simply use the general theory of cyclic orbifolds worked out in [vMS17], which simplifies things
considerably: First of all, it is then unnecessary to construct the twisted modules and their twining
characters, as it is enough to know the twining characters of the untwisted module, from which all other
twining characters can be obtained by modular transformations [vMS17,GK19]. Second, the condition
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[ω] = 1 reduces to a simple condition on the conformal weight of the twisted module, either called the
type 0 condition or the level matching condition.
What we observe in this article is that in conjunction with [EG18], the cyclic methods of [vMS17] can
be applied not just to cyclic orbifold groups, but to a much larger class of non-Abelian groups: We define
G to be an effectively cyclic orbifold group if for every pair (a ∈ G, b ∈ Ca), we can find a cyclic subgroup
C < G such that a, b ∈ C. For such a G we can compute all twisted twining characters by considering
orbifolds by various cyclic groups C. A large class of effectively cyclic groups that we orbifold with are
of the form
(3) G = Zq ⋊φ Zp .
For these groups we find in practice that the condition [ω] = 1 can be checked by testing the type 0
condition for cyclic subgroups of G. For effectively cyclic groups we therefore do not need to construct
the twisted modules and its twining characters, and often it is also much easier to check for holomorphic
extensions.
There are of course groups that are not effectively cyclic, for which we need our full algorithm: the
simplest example is Z2×Z2, where the pair (g1, g2) can not be embedded in a cyclic group. We illustrate
this example and other not effectively cyclic examples for the smallest holomorphic VOA, namely the E8
lattice VOA. Any orbifold of this VOA is of course highly constrained, since any holomorphic extension
has to return the original E8 VOA, which is the only holomorphic VOA of that central charge. It is
therefore not at all surprising that only 14 subgroups of Aut(LE8) have a standard lift that gives trivial
ω, all of which are Abelian, and most of which are cyclic. We construct the orbifold for the smallest
non-cyclic such group Z3×Z3. We note that it has discrete torsion, since H
2(Z3×Z3, U(1)) is not
trivial. We find however that the modular orbit whose contribution is controlled by the discrete torsion
vanishes. This is of course necessary, since we every choice of discrete torsion must return the original
E8 VOA, which is exactly what we find. To illustrate our methods, we also construct the twisted twining
characters for some groups with obstructions, namely an S3 and a Z2×Z2, and check explicitly that the
modular transformations of their characters agree with the expected modular data.
This article is organized in the following way. In section 2, we briefly discuss the general theory of
orbifolds and their extensions, and how it applies to cyclic orbifolds. In section 3 we introduce the notion
of an effectively cyclic orbifold, and discuss classes of examples of the form Zq ⋊φ Zp. In section 4 we
discuss the lifting of lattice automorphisms to VOA automorphisms. We give a lifting algorithm that
works for a large class of cases, and discuss the construction of a splitting map for the lifting. In section 5
we work out the construction of twisted modules of lattice VOAs, focusing on the construction of the
defect representation. In section 6 we construct the projective representation φg of Cg, which allows
us to construct the twining characters of all twisted modules. In section 7 we apply these methods to
some orbifolds of the E8 lattice VOA. In section 8 we finally apply our methods to our main interest:
constructing new holomorphic VOAs for c = 48 and 72. We construct a large number of effectively cyclic
but non-Abelian orbifolds of extremal lattice VOAs. In particular we construct the VOAs advertised in
theorem 1.1.
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2. Twisted Modules, Orbifolds and extensions
2.1. Twisted modules. We want to orbifold a tame holomorphic VOA V by some finite subgroup
G < Aut(V ) of automorphisms. We call a VOA V tame if it is rational, C2-cofinite, simple, self-
contragredient and of CFT-type. The significance of this is that [Hua08b] established that the fusion
rules for the modules of a tame VOA satisfy the Verlinde formula [Ver88] and hence that the modules
form a modular tensor category [Hua08a]. By the combined results of [DM99,Miy15, CM16], if G is
a finite solvable group and V is tame, then V G is again tame. This is believed to hold even if G is
finite but not solvable; in the present work however G will always be solvable. In general V G will not
be holomorphic. To construct new holomorphic VOAs V orb(G), we therefore need to find holomorphic
extensions of V G by adjoining a suitable set of its modules. To this end it is necessary to introduce the
notion of twisted modules.
Given a VOA V and an automorphism g ∈ Aut(V ) of order N , a g-twisted V -module Wg consists of a
C-graded vector space Wg =
⊕
λ∈C Wλ together with a linear map YW : V → (End(W ))[[x
1/N , x−1/N ]]
satisfying various axioms which can be found in [DLM97]. In the following, the important one is twisting
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compatibility, which states that
(4) YW (v, x) =
∑
k∈−r/N+Z
vWk x
−k−1 if gv = exp(2πir/N)v , r = 0, . . .N − 1 .
There is then of course also the usual notion of an irreducible twisted module. We will denote by ρg the
conformal weight of Wg.
Next we consider the action of a commuting automorphism h on the g twisted module. Let V be a C2-
cofinite VOA, g and h automorphisms of V such that gh = hg and (Wg , YW (·, x)) an irreducible g-twisted
V -module. Then by the results of [DLM97,LL04,DRX17] there exists a linear map φg(h) : Wg → Wg
such that
(5) φg(h)YW (v, x)φg(h)
−1 = YW (hv, x) ,
which is unique up to multiplication by a scalar. φg(·) is a projective representation of Cg with some
cocycle cg(·, ·). We will need to work out this representation explicitly in order to compute the expression
for the twisted twining characters
(6) T (g, h; τ) = trWgφg(h)q
L0−c/24
The projective representation φg is useful to obtain the irreducible modules of the fixed point VOA
V G. From [DLM97] we know that Wg decomposes into modules for Ccg [Cg] ⊗ V
G as Cg through a
Schur-Weyl duality
(7) Wg =
⊕
χ∈Irrcg (Cg)
V[g,χ] ⊗W[g,χ],
where Irrcg denotes the set of irreducible projective characters corresponding to the 2-cocycle cg. [DRX17]
then establishes that all irreducible modules of V G are given by V[g,χ] for some conjugacy class g and
some projective irreducible representation χ of Cg. In summary, the irreducible modules are labeled by
[g, χ] and can be obtained from the twisted modules using the projector
(8) πχ =
1
|Cg|
∑
h∈Cg
χ(h)φg(h)
In particular, this operator is independent of the choice of actions on the twisted modules.
2.2. MTCs and holomorphic extensions. The theory of holomorphic extensions of V G was estab-
lished in [EG18]. If V is tame and holomorphic, then V G is again tame, but no longer holomorphic. Its
irreducible modules form a modular tensor category governed by a three cocycle ω ∈ H3(G;C∗), isomor-
phic to a twisted Drinfeld double of the group G, Dω(G)-mod. This was originally proposed in [RPD90],
following up on work on the operator algebra of general orbifolds [DVVV89]. It has been established for
ω trivial [Kir02], and is believed to hold in general. For all orbifold VOAs V orb(G) we construct, ω will
always be trivial, for reasons outlined below.
The cocycle ω then determines both the projective representations of the twisted modules, and the
modular transformation properties of their characters: Denote gh = h−1gh, hg = hgh−1. From ω we
obtain a family of two cocycles cg, g ∈ G via
(9) cg(h1, h2) = ω(g, h1, h2)ω(h1, h2, g
h1h2)ω(h1, g
h1 , h2)
∗
In particular we will assume in the following that the projective representation φg in the g-twisted module
is chosen such that its 2-cocycle is given by (9). These in turn determine the modular transformation
properties of the characters of [a, χ] through the S and T matrices
S[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2] =
1
|G|
∑
gi∈cl(ai),g1g2=g2g1
χ1(h1)
∗χ2(h2)
∗ cg1(k
−1
1 , h1)cg2(k
−1
2 , h2)
cg1(g2, k
−1
1 )cg2(g1, k
−1
2 )
(10)
T[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2] = e
−2piic/24δ[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2]χ1(a1)/χ1(1)(11)
Here we define ki through gi = a
ki
i , and h1 :=
kig2, h2 :=
k2g1.
As mentioned above, V G is tame, but not holomorphic. Our goal is to extend V G to a holomorphic
VOA V orb(G) by adjoining a suitable set of irreducible V G-modules [a, χ] to V G. This is not always
possible, as there can be obstructions. In physics such cases are called ‘anomalous’. The theory of such
extensions is described in [EG18]. Holomorphic extensions are given by Corollary 2 of [EG18]: They
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occur if ω is trivial. In such a situation we can also choose ‘discrete torsion’ ψ ∈ Z2(G,U(1)). The
extension is given by
(12) V orb(G),ψ =
⊕
k
W[k,βψ
k
]
where βψg (h) = ψ(g, h
g)ψ(h, g)∗. (Note that [EG18] allowed for a choice of subgroups K < G. We
always choose K = G, since we will consider all possible subgroups anyway.) If H2(G,U(1)) is non-
trivial, we can thus recover several possibly non-isomorphic extensions. In all cases we consider however
H2(G,U(1)) is either trivial or does not lead to different VOAs, so that we will drop ψ in our future
notation and simply write V orb(G).
To have a holomorphic extension of V G, it is thus necessary that ω is in the trivial class. We can then
choose the representative ω = 1, so that cg(·, ·) = 1, which means that the projective characters χ are
actually linear. The extension with discrete torsion ψ = 1 then simply consists of the Cg-invariant part
of the g-twisted modules Wg,
(13) V orb(G),1 =
⊕
k
WCkk .
Moreover the transformation matrices are given by
S[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2] =
1
|G|
∑
gi∈cl(ai),g1g2=g2g1
χ1(h1)
∗χ2(h2)
∗(14)
T[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2] = e
−2piic/24δ[a1,χ1],[a2,χ2]χ1(a1)/χ1(1)(15)
In principle we can determine if [ω] = 1 by constructing all twisted modules, from which we can extract
the cg and the transformation matrices S and T . We can then check if these data are compatible with
[ω] = 1. For the cases we consider however, it turns out that ω is determined by its restriction to various
cyclic subgroups. To test for anomalies of these cyclic orbifolds, we instead use the approach of [vMS17],
which we describe now.
2.3. Cyclic Orbifolds. For cyclic groups ZN this was worked out explicitly in [vMS17]. Let a be a
generator of ZN .
Theorem 2.1 ( [dWP95]). The cohomology of ZN is given by
(16) H3(ZN , U(1)) ∼= ZN
and is generated by the 3-cocycle
(17) ω(aj , ak, al) = exp
(2πi
N2
j[k + l − 〈k + l〉N ]
)
.
where 〈·〉N denotes reduction modulo N .
A general 3-cocycle ωr, r = 0, . . .N − 1,
(18) ωr(a
j , ak, al) = exp
(2πir
N2
j[k + l − 〈k + l〉N ]
)
,
descends to the 2-cocycles
(19) caj (a
k, al) = exp
(2πir
N2
j[k + l − 〈k + l〉N ]
)
For [aj , χl] the linear characters are χˆl(a
k) = e2piilk/N for l ∈ ZN , and the projective characters with
cocycle (19) are χl(a
k) = e2pii(rjk/N+lk)/N , so that the modular data is given by
(20) T[aj,χl],[aj,χl] = e
−2piic/24 exp(2πi(rj2 +Njl)/N2) .
and
(21) S[g1,χ1],[g2,χ2] =
1
N
χ1(g2)
∗χ2(g1)
∗
On the other hand, [vMS17] computed the T (g, h, τ) for any g, h ∈ Zn from the untwisted characters
T (e, g; τ) by using the transformations
(22) T (g, h, T · τ) = σ(g, h, T )T (g, gh, τ)
and
(23) T (g, h, S · τ) = σ(g, h, S)T (h, g−1, τ) .
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The type r ∈ ZN of the orbifold is defined as
(24) r = N2ρa mod N ,
where ρa is the conformal weight of the a-twisted module Wa. The complex numbers σ(g, h), i.e. the
modular data, are then fixed by r of the orbifold. In particular, using the explicit expressions for the
σ, [vMS17] showed that ω is trivial if and only if r = 0, so that holomorphic extensions of V ZN can be
constructed. This is the type 0 condition, and is equivalent to what is called ‘level matching’ in physics.
3. Effectively cyclic orbifolds
3.1. Effectively cyclic groups. For cyclic examples we saw that it was not necessary to explicitly
construct the twisted modules, since they could be obtained from the untwisted modules by modular
transformation. This trick actually works for a much larger class of examples:
Definition 3.1. Let G be a finite group such that for all pairs g ∈ G and h ∈ Cg we can find a cyclic
subgroup C < G such that g, h ∈ C. We then say that G is an effectively cyclic orbifold group.
The motivation for definition 3.1 is that for such orbifolds, any twisted twining character T (g, h; τ) can
be obtained from the orbifold characters of the cyclic group C. It is thus again unnecessary to explicitly
construct the twisted modules.
One class of examples are groups for which all Cg except for the centralizer of the identity are cyclic.
Such groups are a special case of so-called CA groups, for which all centralizers are Abelian [Suz86].
More generally, it turns out that effectively cyclic is equivalent to another notion in group theory, namely
periodic cohomology:
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite group. G is effectively cyclic iff G has periodic cohomology.
Proof. Periodic cohomology is equivalent to every Abelian subgroup being cyclic, see e.g. [Joh03]. Let G
have periodic cohomology. Then for any two commuting elements g and h the subgroup 〈g, h〉 is Abelian
and hence by hypothesis cyclic. G is thus effectively cyclic.
Conversely, let G be effectively cyclic and let A be any abelian subgroup. Then by the fundamental
theorem of finitely generated abelian groups A is generated by elements h1, . . . , hn all of whose orders
are prime powers. Now let h1 and h2 have orders p
a and pb, respectively. By hypothesis, there exists a
cyclic group C containing h1 and h2. If the order of C is not a prime-power, h1 and h2 are elements of
its p-primary part. Hence we may assume that C ∼= Zpc . Since the subgroups of Zpc are well-ordered
with respect to inclusions either 〈h1〉 is a subgroup of 〈h2〉 or vice versa. Hence one of the generators is
redundant. By induction, for every prime p there is a single generator whose order is a power of p and
hence A is cyclic. 
Note that groups with periodic cohomology have trivial H2(G,U(1)). This agrees with the fact that
effectively cyclic orbifolds cannot have discrete torsion, since their characters are completely fixed by the
untwisted modules. Note that the converse however is not true: The group (Z7×Z7) ⋊ Z3, where Z3
acts on both Z7-factors by squaring, has trivial H
2(G,U(1)), but is not effectively cyclic.
3.2. Semidirect products groups Zq ⋊φ Zp. Let us now discuss a large class of such effectively cyclic
orbifold groups which are of the form Zq ⋊φ Zp.
Definition 3.2. Let φ ∈ Z satisfy
(25) φp ≡ 1 (mod q).
and let (φ − 1) be coprime to q. Then the following relations define a group Zq ⋊φ Zp:
aq = 1(26)
Ap = 1(27)
AaA−1 = aφ(28)
If φ = 1, then of course this simply gives the direct product. These groups produce many effectively
cyclic examples:
Theorem 3.2. The groups Zq ⋊φ Zp with p, q coprime are effectively cyclic.
Proof. If φ 6= 1 then this is exactly class 1 in the table on page 176 in [Wol11]. If φ = 1, then
Zq ⋊φ Zp ≡ Zpq. 
Now we want to describe the 3-cohomology classes for Zq ⋊φ Zp where q and p are coprime
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Lemma 3.3. [Wal61] The third cohomology group for the group Zq ⋊φ Zp such that q and p are coprime
is given by
(29) H3(Zq ⋊φ Zp, U(1)) ∼= Zp×Zr,
where r = (φ2 − 1, q).
Proposition 3.4. H3(Zq ⋊φ Zp, U(1)) is generated by the 3-cocycles
(30) ωp((a
i, AI)(aj , AJ)(ak, AK)) = exp
(2πi
p2
I[J +K − 〈J +K〉p]
)
and
(31) ωr((a
i, AI)(aj , AJ)(ak, AK)) = exp
(2πi
r2
φJ+K i[φK〈j〉r + 〈k〉r − 〈φ
Kj + k〉r]
)
Proof. ωp is a 3-cocycle and together both cocycles have the correct order to generate the group. It
remains to be shown that ωr is indeed a 3-cocycle. We calculate
δωr((a
i, AI)(aj , AJ )(ak, AK)(al, AL))
= exp
(
2πi
r2
[
φJ+K i[φK〈j〉r + 〈k〉r − 〈φ
Kj + k〉r] + φ
J+K+Li[φL〈φKj + k〉r + 〈l〉r − 〈φ
L(φKj + k) + l〉r]
+ φK+Lj[φL〈k〉r + 〈l〉r − 〈φ
Lk + l〉r]− φ
K+L(φJ i+ j)[φL〈k〉r + 〈l〉r − 〈φ
Lk + l〉r]
− φJ+K+Li[φK+L〈j〉r + 〈φ
Lk + l〉r − 〈φ
K+Lj + φLk + l〉r]
])
= exp
(
2πi
r2
(1 − φ2L)φJ+K i(φK〈j〉r + 〈k〉 − 〈φ
Kj + k〉r)
)
= 1,
where we make use of the facts that r divides both 1− φ2L and φK〈j〉r + 〈k〉r − 〈φ
Kj + k〉r. 
For the groups listed in on section 8, we find there is a simple criterion for determining whether the
cohomological twist is trivial.
Corollary 3.5. If q is squarefree, H3(G,U(1)) is cyclic, and ω ∈ H3(G,U(1)) is trivial if and only if
the type 0 condition is satisfied for the cyclic subgroups Zp and Zr.
Proof. The restrictions of ωp and ωr to the cyclic subgroups Zp and Zr ⊂ Zq respectively are exactly the
generators of the corresponding third cohomology groups. Hence their contribution to the cohomological
twist can be determined from the respective types as in Equation 19. 
There is one other case which we will use later on: namely, if p = q, and φ = 1. In that case we
recover the Abelian group Zp×Zp, which is not effectively cyclic. The generators of its cohomology are
given by the following theorem:
Theorem 3.6 ( [dWP95]). For abelian groups of the form Zp×Zp the third cohomology group is given
by
(32) H3(Zp×Zp, U(1)) ∼= Z
3
p
and is generated by
(33) ω(1)((ai, AI)(aj , AJ )(ak, AK)) = exp
(2πi
p2
i[j + k − 〈j + k〉p]
)
,
(34) ω(2)((ai, AI)(aj , AJ )(ak, AK)) = exp
(2πi
p2
I[J +K − 〈J +K〉p]
)
.
and
(35) ω(12)((ai, AI)(aj , AJ)(ak, AK)) = exp
(2πi
p2
i[J +K − 〈J +K〉p]
)
,
Note that this implies that ω = 1 if and only if the cyclic groups 〈a〉, 〈A〉 and 〈aA〉 are all of type 0.
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3.3. Characters of effectively cyclic orbifolds. Let us finally give a closed form expression for the
character of V orb(G) for such groups in terms of cyclic orbifold characters. To do this, we want to com-
pute the conjugacy classes and centralizers of the Zq ⋊φ Zp groups we introduced above. To do this, we
introduce a slightly different notation: Let p be coprime to q, 1 6= φ ∈ Z as above, and r the smallest
divisor of p such that φr ≡ 1 (mod q).
Lemma 3.7. The following relations define the same group Zq ⋊φ Zp as above:
aq = 1(36)
Ar = B(37)
B
p
r = 1(38)
AaA−1 = aφ(39)
BaB−1 = a(40)
Then, in particular, φr ≡ 1 (mod q).
In what follows we take q to be prime. This will cover most of the cases we are interested in, and it
turns out that the expression for the character we derive still holds in the cases when q is not prime.
A general element g ∈ Zq ⋊φ Zp can be expressed as g = a
uAvBw with u = 0, . . . , q−1, v = 0, . . . , r−1
and w = 0, . . . , pr − 1. The center of Zq ⋊φ Zp is given by Z pr = 〈B〉.
Theorem 3.8. The conjugacy classes and centralisers of Zq ⋊φ Zp are given by
(1) A class [Ai] of length q for every i ∈ Zp with r ∤ i with centraliser CAi = Zp.
(2) A class [aiBj ] of length r for every pair (ai, Bj) of a coset representative ai ∈
Z
∗
q
〈φ〉mult
and an
(possibly identity) element Bj ∈ Z p
r
with centraliser CZq ⋊φ Zp(a
iBj) = Z pq
r
(3) A central class [Bi] of length 1 for every element Bi ∈ Z p
r
Proof. For a general element conjugation is given by
(41) axAyauAvBwA−ya−x = auφ
y−x(φv−1)AvBw.
First take v 6= 0. Then φv − 1 is invertible modulo q and the element auAvBw is conjugate to AvBw for
any u. The centralisers of these representatives are exactly the group Zp = 〈A〉, so that the length of
[Ai] is q.
Next take v = 0, u 6= 0. Then
(42) axAyauBwA−ya−x = auφ
y
Bw.
shows that there are q−1r ×
p
r conjugacy classes representatives a
uBw, u ∈
Z
∗
q
〈φ〉 . The centralisers of those
conjugacy classes are generated by a and B and are therefore the cyclic group Z pq
r
= 〈aB〉.
Finally, u = v = 0 gives the pr central classes B
w whose centralizer is of course the entire group
Zq ⋊φ Zp. 
Theorem 3.9. Assume that ω = 1 for the orbifold Zq ⋊φ Zp. The character of the orbifold V
orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)
is given by
χorb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(τ) = χorb(Zp)(τ) −
1
r
(χ
orb(Z p
r
)
(τ)− χ
orb(Z pq
r
)
(τ)).(43)
Proof. Let WGz (τ) be the G-invariant of the irreducible z-twisted module. By [EG18] the orbifold
character is given by
χorb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(τ) =
∑
g∈cl(Zq ⋊φ Zp))
WCgg (τ)(44)
=
∑
Bj∈Zp
r
W
Zq ⋊φ Zp
Bj (τ) +
∑
Aj ,r∤j
W
Zp
Aj (τ) +
∑
aiBj :ai∈
Z∗q
〈φ〉
,Bj∈Zp
r
W
Z pq
r
aiBj (τ)(45)
=
∑
Bj∈Zp
r
W
Zq ⋊φ Zp
Bj (τ) +
∑
Aj ,r∤j
W
Zp
Aj (τ) +
1
r
∑
aiBj :ai∈Z∗q ,B
j∈Z p
r
W
Zpq
r
aiBj (τ)(46)
where in the last line we used the fact that |Z∗q /〈φ〉| = |Z
∗
q |/r. To rewrite the character invariant
under the entire group Zq ⋊φ Zp, we use the fact that it has q maximal subgroups of order p that are all
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conjugate to Zp = 〈A〉, and one maximal subgroup Z pq
r
= 〈aB〉 of order pqr . Zq ⋊φ Zp is the union of
all these maximal subgroups, and their pairwise intersections all equal to the center 〈B〉. Using the fact
that the twining characters T (g, h; τ) only depend on the conjugacy class of h, we can thus decompose
the first character as
W
Zq ⋊φ Zp
Bj (τ) =
1
pq
(
q
p−1∑
d=0
T (Bj , Ad, τ) +
pq
r
−1∑
b=0
T (Bj , (aB)b, τ)
)
− q
p
r
−1∑
c=0
T (Bj , Bc, τ)(47)
=
1
pq
(
pqW
Zp
Bj (τ) +
pq
r
W
Zpq
r
Bj (τ) −
pq
r
W
Zp
r
Bj (τ)
)
(48)
=W
Zp
Bj (τ)−
1
r
(
W
Z p
r
Bj (τ)−W
Z pq
r
Bj
)
.(49)
Hence
χorb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(τ) =
∑
Bj∈Z p
r
W
Zp
Bj (τ)−
1
r
(
W
Z p
r
Bj (τ)−W
Z pq
r
Bj
)
(50)
+
∑
Aj ,r∤j
W
Zp
Aj (τ) +
1
r
∑
aiBj :ai∈Z∗q ,B
j∈Z p
r
W
Z pq
r
aiBj (τ)(51)
=
∑
Aj∈Zp
W
Zp
Aj (τ) +
1
r
∑
aiBj∈Zpq
r
W
Z pq
r
aiBj (τ) −
1
r
∑
Bj∈Zp
r
W
Z p
r
Bj (τ)(52)
= χorb(Zp)(τ) −
1
r
(χ
orb(Z p
r
)
(τ)− χ
orb(Z pq
r
)
(τ)).(53)

There are some cases in section 8 for which q is not prime. They turn out to be of the form Zq ⋊Z4
and φ = −1, and it turns out that (43) is still correct for them.
4. Lifting theory
4.1. Lifting map. Let us now discuss orbifolds of lattice VOAs. The idea is to obtain automorphisms
of the lattice VOA VL by lifting automorphisms of the underlying lattice L. We will now denote VOA
automorphisms with hatted letters, and the underlying lattice automorphism with unhatted letters.
From [DN99] we know that for lattice VOAs, Aut(Lˆ) and Aut(L) are related by
(54) 1→ Hom(L,C∗)→ Aut(Lˆ)→ Aut(L)→ 1
To proceed, we pick a subgroup G < Aut(L) to get the short exact sequence
(55) 1→ Hom(L,C∗)→ Gˆ→ G→ 1 ,
with Gˆ < Aut(Lˆ). To lift G, we construct a lift
(56) ι : G→ Gˆ g 7→ gˆ := (1, g) ,
where gˆ ∈ Aut(Lˆ) acts on Lˆ as
(57) gˆeα = ηg(α)
−1eαg .
Here ηg(·) is a function from L to C
∗ satisfying
(58)
ηg(α)ηg(β)
ηg(α+ β)
=
ǫ(α, β)
ǫ(gα, gβ)
.
This condition ensures that gˆ is indeed an automorphism of the VOA. Note that this implies that in
general ηg is not in Hom(L,C
∗). We derive an explicit expression for a lifting map ι, that is for a ηg(·),
in theorem C.2 in appendix C.1. This ηg is of course not unique: for any ξg ∈ Hom(L,C
∗), ξgηg again
satisfies (58). Let us therefore write gˆ = (ξg, g) for general elements in Aut(Lˆ) with action on Lˆ given by
(59) gˆeα = (ξg, g)eα = ξg(α)
−1ηg(α)
−1eαg .
Their group multiplication is given by
(60) gˆ · hˆ = (ξg, g) · (ξh, h) = (ξgξhs(g, h), gh)
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where
(61) s(g, h) =
ηh((gh)
−1·)ηg(g
−1·)
ηgh((gh)−1·)
,
which, as is shown in appendix C.2, is indeed in Hom(L,C∗). In practice we describe ξg ∈ Hom(L,C
∗)
by the choice of a vector vg such that ξg(α) = e
2pii〈α,vg〉.
We call a lift such that
(62) ηg(α) = 1 , α ∈ L
g
a standard lift. In what follows we will always work with such standard lifts. Given an arbitrary lift
ηg, we can turn it into a standard lift η˜g by the algorithm given in appendix C.3, which constructs a
homomorphism ξg such that ξgηg is a standard lift. Often the mere existence of a standard lift is enough
for the construction of twisted module characters; in particular it turns out that for the construction
described in section 3, we only need the action on the fixed point lattice.
In the end of the day we are not only interested in the lifted elements ι(g) by themselves, but in the
group 〈ι(G)〉 that they generate. We will be particularly interested in the case where ι splits (55), so
that the lifted group ι(G) is isomorphic to G. If ι is not splitting, we will have to work with the lifted
group 〈ι(G)〉 < Gˆ instead, which is bigger than G. A typical case when this can occur is if G is cyclic,
generated by an element g of even order. To satisfy (58), it is then sometimes necessary to define ηg(·)
such that the order of gˆ is doubled, ord(gˆ) = 2ord(g) [vMS17].
4.2. Lifting effectively cyclic groups. Finding a lift that splits is particularly important if G is
effectively cyclic and we want ι(G) to remain effectively cyclic. In view of section 3.2, let us discuss the
lifting theory of groups of the form
(63) G = Zq ⋊φ Zp .
In appendix C.4 we discuss how to construct a splitting lift such that
(64) ι(Zq ⋊φ Zp) ∼= Zq ⋊φ Zp .
The outcome is that in principle there can be an obstruction to such a splitting lift. We will work with
lifts that leave the order of the generators invariant, such that gˆ and hˆ still satisfy (27) and (26). To
ensure (28), we use the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. The relation gˆhˆgˆ−1 = hˆφ is equivalent to ηg,h satisfying
(65) ηg(αg
−1h)ηg(αg
−1)ηh(αg
−1)
φ−1∏
i=0
ηh(αh
i) = 1.
To obtain such ηg,h, we construct homomorphisms ξg,h such that the new lifts η˜g = ηgξg and η˜h = ηhξh
do satisfy Equation 65. In order for the new η˜g and η˜h to still be standard lifts we demand that
ξg(Lg) = ξh(Lh) = 1. We find that even though there could be an obstruction to finding such ξg,h, for
all examples we consider, this obstruction vanishes, so that we can find a splitting lift.
For an effectively cyclic orbifold as described in Theorem 3.2, note that the mere existence of this lift
is enough, since we only need to know its action on the untwisted sector. For groups that do not fall
in this category, such as for instance Z3×Z3, we will need the explicit expression for the lift, which is
provided in lemma C.9.
5. Constructing twisted modules
The twisted modulesWgˆ for lattice VOAs were constructed in [Lep85,BK04] as induced representations
of a smaller representation Ω0 of a finite group, the so called defect representation. We will briefly
review this construction, using the notation of [BK04], and then give an explicit construction of Ω0 using
technology from [Dav10].
5.1. The g-twisted heisenberg current algebra hˆg. Let h = L⊗Z C and let g act linearly on h. Let
hj be the eigenspace of g to the eigenvalue ξ
−j
n .
Definition 5.1. The g-twisted heisenberg current algebra hˆg consists of states
(66) hˆg = span{vm : v ∈ h,m ∈
j
n
+ Z if gv = ξ−jn v}.
As an operator vm has weight −m.
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5.2. Twisted lattice operators Uα. Let L be an even, unimodular lattice, g a lattice automorphism
of order n . Also let VL be the lattice VOA corresponding to L and gˆ be a standard lift of g. We denote
the unique irreducible gˆ-twisted VL-module by Wgˆ. To construct the twisted lattice vertex operators,
we define the group Ggˆ, whose elements are of the form ce
vUα ∈ C
×× exp h0 × L, where h0 = πgh the
orthogonal projection on g-invariant subspace, together with the relations
(67) UαUβ = ǫ(α, β)B(α, β)
−1Uα+β ,
where ǫ(α, β) is defined in Definition C.1 and
(68) B(α, β) = n−〈α|β〉
n−1∏
k=1
(1− ξkn)
〈αgk |β〉,
(69) evew = ev+w,
(70) evUαe
−v = exp(〈v|α〉)Uα
and the twist compatibility condition
(71) Uαg = ηg(α)Uα exp
(
2πi(bα + α(0))
)
,
where
(72) bα =
|πg(α)|
2
2
∈ C .
Additionally, let the twisted lattice operators act on hˆg by
(73) [h(m), Uα] = δm,0〈πg(h)|α〉Uα, for all α ∈ L, h ∈ h.
Finally, let us define L⊥g ⊂ L to be the sublattice of coinvariant lattice vectors, that is L
⊥
g := L ∩
(1− πg)R
d, where πg is the orthogonal projector onto the g invariant subspace. Furthermore, define the
corresponding subgroup of Ggˆ
(74) G⊥gˆ = {cUµ : c ∈ C, µ ∈ L
⊥
g }.
Then in [BK04] it is shown that as a hˆg-module Wgˆ is induced from its vacuum subspace
(75) Ω = {w ∈Wgˆ|vmw = 0, vm ∈ hˆg,m ≥ 0}.
Ω, in turn, is a Ggˆ-module that decomposes into exp h0 eigenspaces
(76) Ω =
∑
α∈pig(L)
Ωα ,
where Ωα = {w ∈ Ω|e
hw = e〈h|α〉} such that
(77) UβΩα = Ωα+pigβ .
It follows that all the homogeneous subspaces Ωα are G
⊥
gˆ -modules and Ω can be induced from Ω0 (or
any Ωα for that matter).
Note that from (71) it follows that G⊥gˆ is a central extension for the finite abelian group
(78) N := L⊥g /L(1− g)
whose isomorphism class is determined by the skew
(79) C(α, β) = UαUβU
−1
α U
−1
β =
n−1∏
k=0
(−ξkn)
−〈αgk|β〉.
In particular, Equation (4.44) in [BK04] shows that C(α, β) restricts to a non-degenerate, alternating,
bimultiplicative form on N , endowing it with the structure of a symplectic module.
Wgˆ is irreducible if and only if Ω0 is an irreducible projective representation of N . We now want to
construct Ω0 (or any Ωα for that matter) as a projective representation Ω0 of N of dimension d(g) =√
|N |. We will call Ω0 the defect representation. We will see that Ω0 is the the unique projective
representation of N with commutator C(·, ·).
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5.3. Defect Representation. To construct the representation (ρ,Ω0) of N we want to decompose N
in the following way. Using the fact that C is a non-degenerate, bimultiplicative, alternating form from
the results in appendix A, we know that there exists a subgroup A ≤ N and an isomorphism γ such that
(80) γ : N → A+ Aˇ [µ] 7→ (x[µ], χ[µ]) ,
where Aˇ denotes the group of irreducible characters of A, such that the bilinear form C is given by
(81) C(γ−1(x, χ), γ−1(y, ψ)) = ψ(x)χ(y)−1.
From this decomposition we can construct the sought after projective representation Ω0:
Theorem 5.1. The unique (up to projective equivalence), irreducible representation (ρ,Ω0) of N such
that the skew of its 2-cocycle is given by C is given by
(82) ρ(x, χ)eψ = ψ(x)eχψ ,
where Ω0 is the vector space generated by {eχ : χ ∈ Aˇ}.
Proof. We find that ρ satisfies the product relation
ρ(x, χ)ρ(y, φ)eψ = φ(x)ψ(xy)eχφψ(83)
= φ(x)ρ(xy, χφ)eψ(84)
so that ρ does indeed define a projective representation for the group N and the commutator is indeed
given by C.
Then the characters are given by
(85) Tr(ρ(x, χ)) =
{∑
ψ∈Aˇ ψ(x), if χ = 1
0 otherwise.
Hence the number of irreducible representations in ρ is
‖ρ‖2 =
1
|A|2
∑
x∈A
Tr(ρ(x, 0))Tr(ρ(x, 0))(86)
=
1
|A|2
∑
x∈A
∑
χ,ψ∈Aˇ
χ(x)ψ(x)(87)
=
∑
χ∈Aˇ
1
|A|2
∑
x∈A
χ(x)χ(x)(88)
=
∑
χ∈Aˇ
1
|A|
(89)
= 1,(90)
so that ρ is indeed irreducible. Finally, the uniqueness of ρ follows from the fact that dim(ρ)2 = |N |. 
This representation ρ is now almost the sought after representation of LgF
⊥. The only problem is
that if we try to define the Uµ in this way, they may not satisfy the twist compatibility condition (71).
Due to uniqueness, we can solve this problem by a change of section, which gives a new representation
ρ˜ from ρ. That is, we lift ρ to a representation ρ˜ of the twisted lattice operators Uµ for µ ∈ L
⊥
g ,
(91) ρ˜ : L⊥g → GL(Ω0) µ 7→ Uµ .
ρ˜ is related to ρ by change of section, i.e. there is a function λ : L⊥g → C
∗ such that
(92) Uµ = λ(µ)ρ(x[µ], χ[µ]),
where (x[µ], χ[µ]) = γ([µ]). We need to be careful in our choice of λ, since the Uµ need to satisfy both
(67) as well as (71). These are equivalent to λ satisfying the two conditions
(93) λ(µ)λ(ν)χν (xµ) = ǫ(µ, ν)B(µ, ν)
−1λ(µ+ ν)
and
(94) λ(α(1 − g)) = η(α)−1ǫ(α(1 − g), αg)B(α(1 − g), αg)−1 exp(2πibα)
In order to proceed to find such a λ first note the following:
Lemma 5.2. If the operators Uµ, Uν satisfy the twist compatibility condition (67), then so does Uµ+ν .
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Hence if we determine λ(µi) for a basis µi of L
⊥
g (and hence N) such that all Uµi satisfy twist
compatibility, we can repeatedly apply (67) to obtain a full set of twist compatible lattice operators. In
particular, we show in Appendix D.2 that a general lattice is given by
(95) U(
∑
i niµi)
=
∏
i<j
(
ǫ(µi, µj)B(µi, µj)
)ninj∏
i
Uniµi
(
ǫ(µi, µi)B(µi, µi)
)ni(ni−1)
2 .
Theorem D.4 gives an expression for the λ on a basis of N . From this we can construct Uµi for a basis
µi, and thus by (68) all the operators Uµ.
5.4. A basis for Wgˆ. Finally let us give a basis for Wgˆ starting from (ρ˜,Ω0). First we find a lattice Λ
such that
(96) L = Λ+ L⊥g
such that we can decompose α = γ + µ. Note that we cannot necessarily choose Λ to be L ∩ πg R
d. Let
{eχ : χ ∈ Aˇ} be a basis for Ω0. We can reconstruct Wgˆ by
Theorem 5.3. A basis for Wgˆ is given by
(97) {v1−m1 . . . v
k
−mk
Uγeχ : v
i
−mi ∈ hˆg,mi > 0, γ ∈ Λ, χ ∈ Aˇ}.
The weight of such a state is given by
(98) m1 + . . .+mk + |(πgγ)|
2/2 + ρg,
recovering the familiar result for the character.
A general twisted lattice operator Uα then acts on (97) in the obvious way.
6. Twining Characters
6.1. Twining elements. Let V be a C2-cofinite VOA, gˆ and hˆ automorphisms of V such that gˆhˆ = hˆgˆ
and (Wgˆ, YW (·, x)) an irreducible gˆ-twisted V -module. Then by the results of [DLM97, LL04,DRX17]
there exists a linear map φgˆ(hˆ) :Wgˆ →Wgˆ such that
(99) φgˆ(hˆ)YW (v, x)φgˆ(hˆ)
−1 = YW (hˆv, x) ,
which is unique up to multiplication by a scalar. φgˆ(·) is a projective representation of Cgˆ. We need to
explicitly work out what this representation is for the construction at hand.
Let us now insert a twining element hˆ ∈ Cgˆ. Acting with φgˆ(hˆ) on a vector in (97) we can use (99) to
find
(100) φgˆ(hˆ)Uαφgˆ(hˆ)
−1 = ηh(α)Uαh
and
(101) φgˆ(hˆ)v−nφgˆ(hˆ)
−1 = (v · h)−n .
We therefore have
Lemma 6.1. Let gˆ, hˆ ∈ Aut(VL) be two automorphisms such that gˆhˆ = hˆgˆ lifted from commuting lattice
automorphisms g, h ∈ Aut(L). Then Wgˆ carries an action φgˆ(hˆ) of hˆ given by
(102) φgˆ(hˆ)v−n1 . . . v−nkUαeχ = (vh)−n1 . . . (vh)−nkηh(α)
−1Uαhφgˆ(hˆ)|Ω0eχ
We thus need to find the action of φgˆ(hˆ) on Ω0. Note that φgˆ(hˆ)|Ω0 is a d(gˆ) × d(gˆ)-matrix Ohˆ ∈
GL(Ω0). To compute Ohˆ, we note that ρ˜(·h) is again an irreducible representation of L
⊥
g of dimension
d(g) with the same cocycle, and in fact also an irreducible representation of N . Since there is only one
irreducible representation of dimension d(g), Schur’s lemma tells us that ρ˜(·h) and ρ˜(·) are related by
a change of basis automorphism Ohˆ on Ω, which is unique up to an overall factor in C
∗. From this it
follows immediately that φgˆ|Ω0 : hˆ 7→ Ohˆ is indeed a projective representation of Cgˆ on Ω0.
To construct Ohˆ, we construct Uµi |Ω0 for a basis of L
⊥
g and then use
(103) OhˆUµiO
−1
hˆ
= ηh(µi)Uµih
to obtain constraints on the matrix Ohˆ. Schur’s lemma guarantees that if we repeat this procedure for
enough µi, it will fix Ohˆ up to an overall phase C
∗. Repeating this for all hˆ ∈ Cg gives us the projective
representation φgˆ|Ω0 .
From the matrices Oh we can read off the cocycle of the representation cgˆ(hˆ1, hˆ2). In principle we
could now try to reconstruct the obstruction cocycle ω. Instead we will do something simpler. We
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are interested only in orbifolds which allow a holomorphic extension, that is for which ω is trivial. In
such a case we can choose cgˆ(hˆ1, hˆ2) = 1. To see if this is compatible with our orbifold, we try to
find coboundaries such that cgˆ(hˆ1, hˆ2) = 1. This means that ω can only be trivial if all projective
representations are secretly linear representations.
6.2. Twining characters. We now have all the ingredients to compute the twining character
(104) T (gˆ, hˆ; τ) = trWgˆφgˆ(hˆ)q
L0−c/24
Theorem 6.2. Let hˆ be a VL-automorphism that commutes with gˆ and φgˆ(hˆ) the corresponding action
on Wgˆ. Then states of the form
(105) {v−n1 . . . v−nkUαeχ : n1, . . . , nk ∈ ..., α ∈ Λ, eχ ∈ C[Aˆ], v−ni ∈ hˆ
−
g }
contribute to the trace of φgˆ(hˆ) only if α ∈ Λ is such that
(106) πg(α) = πg(hα),
that is πg(α) ∈ h
0
g ∩ h
0
h or equivalently (1− h)α ∈ L
⊥
g . We denote the sublattice of Λ such that Equation
106 is satisfied by Λh.
Proof. In order for the state to contribute to the character we require that
(107) [αh] = [α],
where [α] denotes the class of α in LL⊥g
. In other words we have that
(108) αh = α+ β⊥,
for some β⊥ ∈ L⊥g . 
Theorem 6.3. The lattice contribution to the twining character is given by
(109) TL(gˆ, hˆ, τ) =
∑
α∈Λh
q
|α0|
2
2 ηh(α)
−1ǫg(α, α(h − 1))Bg(α, α(h− 1))Tr|Ω
(
Uα(h−1)φgˆ(hˆ)
)
.
Proof. For α ∈ Λh we find that
φgˆ(hˆ)v−n1 . . . v−nkUαeχ = (vh)−n1 . . . (vh)−nkηh(α)
−1Uαhφgˆ(hˆ)eχ
(110)
= (vh)−n1 . . . (vh)−nkηh(α)
−1ǫg(α, α(h− 1))Bg(α, α(h − 1))UαUα(h−1)φgˆ(hˆ)eχ.(111)

Note. If α(h− 1) ∈ L⊥g then Uα(h−1)φgˆ(hˆ)eχ ∈ Ω0.
Theorem 6.4. Let Ψ be the set of pairs (i, j) such that ξin and ξ
j
m are simultaneous eigenvalues of g
and h.
The Heisenberg contribution to the twining character is given by
(112) TH(gˆ, hˆ, τ) = q
ρg
∏
(i,j)∈Ψ
∞∏
k=0
1
1− ξjmqk+
i
n
,
where the conformal weight ρg is given by
(113) ρg =
∑
j
j(n− j)
4n2
dim(hj),
where hj is the eigenspace of g to the eigenvalue ξ
−j
n .
Proof. Let v ∈ h be a simultaneous eigenvector of g and h with eigenvalues ξin and ξ
j
m, respectively.
Then by Definition 5.1 the weights of the operators corresponding to v in hˆg are given by
i
n +Z≥0. Then
the contribution to the trace of h due to descendants of v is given by
Tv(gˆ, hˆ; τ) = q
ρg (1 + ξjmq
i
n + ξ2jm q
2i
n + . . .)(1 + ξjmq
1+ i
n + ξ2jm q
2+ 2i
n + . . .) . . .(114)
=
∞∏
k=0
1
1− ξjmqk+
i
n
.(115)
The desired result follows by multiplying over all simultaneous eigenvectors. 
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The character of φgˆ(hˆ) on the twisted module Wgˆ is then given by
(116) T (gˆ, hˆ; τ) = TH(gˆ, hˆ, τ)TL(gˆ, hˆ, τ).
7. Warm-up: Orbifolds of E8
As a warm-up, let us discuss orbifolds of the E8 lattice VOA. This is the smallest even unimodular
lattice, which makes our computation easier. This case is strongly constrained, since the only holomorphic
VOA of central charge 8 is the E8 lattice VOA. Any orbifold thus only has two possible outcomes: either
ω is not trivial, so that there is no holomorphic extension, or we recover the original unorbifolded VOA.
We will give an example for both possibilities.
Investigating all 62092 conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(LE8), we find that under standard
lifts only 14 are non-anomalous of which 10 are cyclic. The non-cyclic ones are isomorphic to Z3×Z3,
Z5×Z5, Z3×Z6 and Z5×Z10. We will investigate the smallest one of these as well as anomalous groups
isomorphic to S3 and Z2×Z2.
7.1. S3. First consider an orbifold of the E8 lattice VOA by a group S3 = Z3⋊−1 Z2 generated by
elements s and t of cycle types Cs = 2
4 and Ct = 1
232 (see equation 134 for a definition of the cycle
type). S3 has three conjugacy classes, [e], [s], [t], containing elements of order 1,2, and 3 respectively.
From (29) we have H3(S3, U(1)) = Z6. The cyclic subgroups generated by s and t have types rs = 1 and
rt = 2, from which it follows that ω is non-trivial. We can therefore not obtain a holomorphic orbifold.
However, we can still obtain the twining characters for S3
T (e, e, τ) =
θE8(τ)
η(τ)8
T (e, s, τ) =
θD4(τ)
η(2τ)4
T (e, t, τ) =
θA2(τ)
2
η(τ)2η(3τ)2
(117)
T (s, e, τ) = 2
θD4(
τ
2 )
η( τ2 )
4
T (s, s, τ) = 2ξ3
θD4(
τ+1
2 )
η( τ+12 )
4
(118)
T (t, e, τ) =
θA2(
τ
3 )
2
η(τ)2η( τ3 )
2
T (t, t, τ) = ξ3
θA2(
τ+1
3 )
2
η(τ + 1)2η( τ+13 )
2
T (t, t2, τ) = ξ23
θA2(
τ+2
3 )
2
η(τ + 2)2η( τ+23 )
2
(119)
Let us now write down the characters of the irreducible modules. There are 3 irreducible representation
of S3: The trivial, signum and 2-dimensional standard representation. The other centralizers have the
usual cyclic characters. Using the irreducible characters with the 2-cocycles descended from ω, we find
χe,0(τ) =
T (e, e, τ) + 3T (e, s, τ) + 2T (e, t, τ)
6
(120)
χe,sgn(τ) =
T (e, e, τ)− 3T (e, s, τ) + 2T (e, t, τ)
6
(121)
χe,2(τ) =
T (e, e, τ)− T (e, t, τ)
3
(122)
χs,0(τ) =
T (s, e, τ)− ξ4T (s, s, τ)
2
(123)
χs,1(τ) =
T (s, e, τ) + ξ4T (s, s, τ)
2
(124)
χt,0(τ) =
T (t, e, τ) + ξ−29 T (t, t, τ) + ξ
−4
9 T (t, t
2, τ)
3
(125)
χt,1(τ) =
T (t, e, τ) + ξ9T (t, t, τ) + ξ
2
9T (t, t
2, τ)
3
(126)
χt,2(τ) =
T (t, e, τ) + ξ49T (t, t, τ) + ξ
−1
9 T (t, t
2, τ)
3
,(127)
where ξn denotes a primitive n-th root of unity. Using the ordering above, the transformation matrices
under T and S agree with the ones obtained in [DVVV89,CGR00] with p = 1.
7.2. Z2×Z2. Next we consider an orbifold of the E8 lattice VOA by a group Z2×Z2 generated by
elements g and h both of cyclic type Cg = Ch = 2
4. The types of the cyclic subgroups generated by g, h
and gh are given rg = rh = 1 and rgh = 0, respectively. Thus by theorem 3.6 the cohomological twist ω
is non-trivial. We can of course still write down the twisted twining characters. There are 16 of them,
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which form the following orbits under SL(2,Z)-transformations:
(128) {T (e, e; τ)} , {T (g, e; τ), T (e, g; τ), T (g, g; τ)} , {T (h, e; τ), T (e, h; τ), T (h, h; τ)} ,
{T (gh, e; τ), T (e, gh; τ), T (gh, gh; τ)} , {T (g, h; τ), T (g, gh; τ), T (h, g; τ), T (h, gh; τ), T (gh, g), T (gh, h)}.
Of those orbits, all but the last one intersect the untwisted sector and can be computed using cyclic
orbifolds.
For the last orbit however, we need to use our full algorithm: that is, we construct the g and h-
twisted modules, compute the projective representations φg,h(·), and compute the twining characters as
described in sections 5 and 6. By matching the first few coefficients of the expressions we compute, we
find experimentally that
(129) T (g, h; τ) = T (h, g; τ) = 2
(
η(τ)2
η(τ/2)η(2τ)
)4
and
(130) T (g, gh; τ) = T (h, gh) = e2pii/122
(
η(τ)2
η(τ/2 + 1/2)η(2τ)
)4
.
The product gh however is not a standard lift, so that we leave the construction of the gh-twisted module
and its characters future work. We conjecture that the characters are given by
(131) T (gh, g; τ) = T (gh, h; τ) = e−2pii/6
(
η(τ)2
η(τ/2 − 1/2)η(τ/2)
)4
.
7.3. Z3×Z3. Now consider the Z3×Z3 orbifold generated by two elements g and h of cycle type 1
−133.
We find that all cyclic subgroups have type 0 and hence
(132) ω = 1 .
Again, this orbifold is not effectively cyclic, and we have H2(Z3×Z3) = Z3 6= 0, which allows for discrete
torsion. This seems to pose a bit of a puzzle: even though discrete torsion seems to allow for different
holomorphic extentions, we know that there is only one holomorphic VOA of central charge 8. The
resolution to this is that the contribution of the characters that is controlled by discrete torsion vanishes.
As before, we can arrange all 81 twining characters into orbits of SL(2,Z), giving 6 orbits, one of
which is simply {T (e, e; τ)}. Of the remaining ones, 4 have length 8 and intersect the untwisted sector,
and corresp to the orbifolds by 4 cyclic subgroups of Z3×Z3. The representatives for these four orbits
T (e, g; τ), T (e, h; τ), T (e, gh; τ) and T (e, g2h; τ) are all equal and given by
(133) T (e, g; τ) = T (e, h; τ) = T (e, gh; τ) = T (e, g2h; τ) =
θA2(τ)
η(τ)−1η(3τ)3
The fifth orbit with representative T (g, h; τ) has length 48 and does not intersect the untwisted sector. We
therefore again need to use our full algorithm to compute twisted modules and their twining characters
explicitly. It turns out however that all twining characters are constant. The reason for this is that
for all pairs (g1, g2) that appear in this orbit, the lattice Λ complementary to L
⊥
g1 does not have any
g2-invariant vectors, so that the generalized theta function is a constant. Moreover the η functions turn
out to give a constant, so that the overall character is indeed in turn constant. Acting with T on such a
character thus simply introduces a third root of unity. When we decompose the orbit into 16 T orbits,
each of them is a sum of three roots of unity, which vanishes. The upshot is thus that this orbit, whose
contribution is in principle controlled by discrete torsion, never contributes to the character of V orb(G).
There is in fact a quicker way to see this: since this orbit does not intersect the untwisted module,
and the conformal weights of the twisted are all strictly positive, no term q−1/3 can appear, but only
terms with higher powers of q. There is no modular function with the right multiplier system and only
higher powers, so that it follows that the sum over the orbit necessarily vanishes.
8. Examples with c = 48 and c = 72
Let us now describe the groups G with respect we orbifold. Extremal lattices in d = 48 and 72 and
their automorphisms were constructed in [CS99,Neb98,Neb12,Neb14], and their generators can found
in [NS18]. Using MAGMA [BCP97], we extracted all subgroups of Aut(L) of the form Zq ⋊φ Zp as in
definition 3.2 with q, p coprime. We then restrict to groups for which no lifted element gˆ had its order
doubled. By the procedure in section 4.2, we can lift them to automorphism groups of VL which were
isomorphic to Zq ⋊φ Zp. We then only keep the ones which had [ω] = 1. For these we use theorem 3.9
to compute the characters of V orb(G).
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In the following tables we list the orbifold characters for all such groups. Different groups can give
the same character; in these cases we did not check if the orbifold VOAs just happen to have the same
character, or if they are actually isomorphic. In the last column we give the polar and constant part of
the character, from which of course the entire character can be reconstructed. In columns two and four
we give the cycle type of the cyclic subgroups Zq and Zp written as
∏
t|n t
bt where bt can be read off
from the characteristic polynomial of the generator g of Zn,
(134) Pg(x) =
∏
t|n
(xt − 1)bt .
8.1. Zq ⋊φ Zp-Orbifolds for d = 48.
8.1.1. P48p.
q Zq p Zp φ chV orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(q)
23 12232 132 214−16−112122144166−11321 5 q−2 + 120 +O(q)
23 12232 66 122−23−26211222−233−2662 2 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
23 12232 44 2−24222−2442 5 q−2 + 48 +O(q)
23 12232 33 1−23211−2332 2 q−2 + 48 +O(q)
23 12232 22 1−42411−4224 2 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
23 12232 11 14114 2 q−2 + 4q−1168 +O(q)
23 12232 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 120 +O(q)
23 12232 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 48 +O(q)
3 1−24324 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 576 +O(q)
11 14114 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 96 +O(q)
11 14114 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
33 1−23211−2332 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 96 +O(q)
8.1.2. P48q.
q Zq p Zp φ chV orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(q)
47 11471 46 1−22223−2462 2 q−2 + 72 +O(q)
47 11471 23 12232 2 q−2 + 2q−1 + 120 +O(q)
23 12232 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 48 +O(q)
8.1.3. P48m.
q Zq p Zp φ chV orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(q)
3 1−24324 20 264−610−6206 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
3 1−24324 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 576 +O(q)
15 1−4345−4154 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
5 1−12512 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 360 +O(q)
5 1858 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
5 1−2510 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 216 +O(q)
5 1−2510 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 216 +O(q)
5 1858 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
5 1858 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
5 1−12512 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 288 +O(q)
5 1−2510 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 144 +O(q)
5 1−2510 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 144 +O(q)
8.1.4. P48n.
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q Zq p Zp φ chV orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(q)
5 1−12512 52 224−226−2522 -1 q−2 + 120 +O(q)
13 1−4134 20 264−610−6206 -1 q−2 + 120 +O(q)
13 1−4134 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
13 1−4134 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
39 123−213−2392 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 96 +O(q)
3 1−24324 52 224−226−2522 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
5 1−12512 28 244−414−4284 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
5 1−12512 28 244−414−4284 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
35 125−27−2352 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 96 +O(q)
7 1−878 20 264−610−6206 -1 q−2 + 168 +O(q)
7 1−878 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
7 1−878 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
7 1−878 12 2124−126−121212 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
21 143−47−4214 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
21 143−47−4214 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
21 143−47−4214 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
3 1−24324 28 244−414−4284 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
3 1−24324 28 244−414−4284 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
3 1−24324 28 244−414−4284 -1 q−2 + 264 +O(q)
3 1−24324 26 2−2262 -1 q−2 + 84 +O(q)
7 1−878 10 2−6106 -1 q−2 + 84 +O(q)
13 1−4134 4 2244−24 -1 q−2 + 96 +O(q)
7 1−878 6 2−12612 -1 q−2 + 132 +O(q)
3 1−24324 14 2−4144 -1 q−2 + 132 +O(q)
7 1−878 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
7 1−878 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
7 1−878 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
7 1−878 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 192 +O(q)
5 1−12512 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 288 +O(q)
5 1−12512 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 288 +O(q)
3 1−24324 4 2−24424 -1 q−2 + 576 +O(q)
8.2. Zq ⋊Zp-Orbifolds for d = 72.
q Zq p Zp φ chV orb(Zq ⋊φ Zp)(q)
7 1−12712 78 326−239−2782 2 q−3 + 12q−1 + 200 +O(q)
7 1−12712 30 3−46415−4304 2 q−3 + 32q−1 + 304 +O(q)
7 1−12712 30 366−615−6306 2 q−3 + 36q−1 + 568 +O(q)
7 1−12712 39 3−2392 2 q−3 + 12q−1 + 328 +O(q)
7 1−12712 15 34154 2 q−3 + 32q−1 + 848 +O(q)
7 1−12712 15 3−6156 2 q−3 + 36q−1 + 824 +O(q)
3 324 26 1−22−2132262 -1 q−3 + 48q−1 + 1344 +O(q)
3 324 26 122−413−2264 -1 q−3 + 48q−1 + 1272 +O(q)
7 1−12712 6 3−24624 2 q−3 + 144q−1 + 1040 +O(q)
7 1−12712 6 3−24624 2 q−3 + 144q−1 + 1040 +O(q)
3 324 10 142454104 -1 q−3 + 8q−2 + 152q−1 + 4320 +O(q)
3 324 10 162−125−61012 -1 q−3 + 144q−1 + 3336 +O(q)
3 324 10 1−62−656106 -1 q−3 + 144q−1 + 3456 +O(q)
3 324 10 1−4285−4108 -1 q−3 + 136q−1 + 3360 +O(q)
7 1−12712 3 324 2 q−3 + 144q−1 + 3376 +O(q)
3 324 2 1−24248 -1 q−3 + 600q−1 + 14496 +O(q)
3 324 2 124224 -1 q−3 + 24q−2 + 648q−1 + 17376 +O(q)
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8.3. Bounds for Abelian orbifolds. At d = 24 it turns out that all 71 holomorphic vertex operator
algebras can be constructed as cyclic orbifolds of lattice VOAs. Now it is a reasonable question to ask
whether that might also be the case at higher central charge. Consider a lattice vertex operator algebra
at central charge d and let h be its heisenberg sub-VOA.
Lemma 8.1. For any finite, abelian group G acting orthogonally on the heisenberg VOA h the dimensions
of the G-invariant homogeneous subspaces are bounded from below by
(135) dim(h(2)) ≥
d
2
and
(136) dim(h(3)) ≥ d.
In particular, the bounds are sharp.
Proof. Let {vi} denote the set of simultaneous eigenvectors of the elements of G.
h(2) is spanned by states of the form (vi)−2e0 and (vi)−1(vj)−1e0. Clearly, none of the former states
will be invariant if G contains a fixed-point-free element. Among the latter, elements of the form
(vi)−1(vi)−1e0 are clearly G-invariant yielding at least
d
2 invariant elements. If G contains an element
g with no real eigenvalues and whose characteristic polynomial is squarefree then there are exactly d2
states of this form and they contain all g-invariant states at level 2. Hence the bound is sharp.
h3 is spanned by states of the form (vi)−3e0, (vi)−2(vj)−1e0 and (vi)−1(vj)−1(vk)−1e0. By a similar
reasoning to above the first two types of states contribute at least a total of d states. A state of the
last type is invariant under an element g if the respective eigenvalues satisfy λiλjλk = 1. Now let g
have even order n and let all its eigenvalues be primitive n-th roots of unity. Then the product of any
3 eigenvalues is an odd power of a primitive n-th root of unity and there no invariant states. Hence the
bound dim(h(3)) ≥ d is sharp. 
Hence we find that for any finite abelian automorphism group of lifted lattice automorphisms the
number of low-weight states is bounded from below. In particular, this provides us with an immediate
answer to our question:
Corollary 8.2. The vertex operator algebra at central charge d = 72 with character χV (τ) = q
−3 +
12q−1 + 200 + O(q) cannot be constructed as a cyclic orbifold of a lattice vertex operator algebra by a
lifted lattice automorphism.
Appendix A. Smith normal form and lattice quotients
Definition A.1 (Smith normal form). Let L be an even, unimodular lattice of rank n and A an n× n-
matrix with entries in the integers (or more generally, a principal ideal domain). Then there exist integral,
(over the integers) invertible matrices P and Q such that the product
(137) S = P A Q
is a diagonal matrix of the form
(138) S = diag(s1, s2, ..., sk, 0, . . . , 0),
such that si ∈ Z
+ and si|si+1 for all i and
∏
i si = ±det(A). The diagonal entries si are unique up to
sign and are called the elementary divisors of A. S is called the Smith normal form of A. To put it
another way, there exists a basis Let {α˜1, . . . , α˜k, γ1, . . . , γn−k} and a basis {α1, . . . , αk, δ1, . . . , δn−k} of
L (given by the row vectors of P and Q−1 respectively) such that A acts as
(139) α˜iA = siαi, i = 1, . . . , k
and
(140) γjA = 0, j = 1, . . . , n− k.
Since the lattice LA is spanned by the basis {siαi}, it follows immediately:
Corollary A.1. Let L be a lattice of rank n and let A act on elements of L in the coordinate basis.
Then the group structure of the quotient L/LA is given by
(141) L/LA ∼=
n⊕
i
Z /si Z,
where si = 0 for i > k.
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Lemma A.2. Let g be an automorphism of L of order n, A = 1− g and the matrices P , Q and S as in
Theorem A.1. Then the fixed-point lattice Lg is given by
(142) Lg = spanZ(γ1, . . . , γn−k)
and L⊥g , its orthogonal complement in L, by
(143) L⊥g = spanZ(α1, . . . , αk).
Proof. Clearly, spanZ(γ1, . . . , γn−k) ⊆ L
g. So to prove the first statement, we need to show that there is
no vector v ∈ spanZ(α˜1, . . . , α˜k) such that v(1−g) = 0. This follows directly from the linear independence
of the {αi}.
Clearly, spanZ(α1, . . . , αk) ⊆ L
⊥. So to prove the second statement, we need to show that there is no
vector w ∈ spanZ(δ1, . . . , δn−k) such that w ∈ L
⊥. But because Rank(L⊥) = Rank(L(1 − g)) (Theorem
A.1 implies that) for any such vector there has to exist an integer nw such that nww ∈ L(1 − g). This
contradicts the linear independence of the elements of BQ. Hence the second statement follows. 
Corollary A.3. L⊥g /L(1−g) is generated by the elements {[α1], . . . , [αk]} and the element [αi] has order
si. In particular, L
⊥
g /L(1− g) is the torsion subgroup of L/L(1− g).
Appendix B. Lagrangian decomposition and Darboux basis
Let A be a finite abelian group and β : A × A → C an alternative bi-multiplicative non-degenerate
form.
Lemma B.1. Let {a1, . . . , ak} be a basis of A such that a1 has order n. Then there is another basis
element b1 := ai, i 6= 1 such that β(a1, b1) is a primitive n-th root of unity.
Proof. Assume β(α1, αj) is at most an m-th root of unity, for some proper divisor m | n and for all j.
Then β(mα1, αj) = 1 for all j and hence β is degenerate. A contradiction. 
Note. This also implies that ord(b1) = ord(a1).
Theorem B.2. A admits a basis {a1, . . . , ak, b1, . . . , bk} such that
(144) o(ai) = o(bi) = ni,
where ni|ni+1 and such that
(145) β(ai, bj) = δi,jξ
li
ni ,
where gcd(ni, li) = 1 and
(146) β(ai, aj) = β(bi, bj) = 1.
Proof. By the fundamental theorem of finitely generated abelian groups there exists a basis {a1, . . . , ar}
of A such ord(ai) = ni,nr = nk and ni | ni+1. Then by Lemma B.1 there exists an aj =: br such that
(147) β(ar, br) = χ.
where χ is a primitive n-th root of unity. Hence for any basis element ai, i 6= r, j there are positive
integers ki,r and ki,j such that
(148) β(ai, ar) = χ
ki,r
and
(149) β(ai, aj) = χ
ki,j .
Now set
(150) a˜i = ai + ki,raj − ki,jar.
Note that ki,raj and ki,jar and hence also α˜i are elements of order ni. Then {a˜1, . . . , a˜r−1, ar, br} is a
basis of A. The theorem follows by induction. (To do: iron the end.) 
Lemma B.3. Let N =
L⊥g
L(1−g) and β = C. Then there is a basis {α1, . . . , αk, β1, . . . , βk} of L
⊥ such
that {[α1], . . . , [αk], [β1], . . . , [βk]} is a basis of N that satisfies the conditions from Theorem B.2.
Proof. The orthogonalisation in proof of Theorem B.2 describes valid change of basis of L⊥. 
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Appendix C. Lifting theory
C.1. Construction of the Lifting map. Let L be an even self-dual lattice with inner product 〈.|.〉 and
gram matrix G and let g an automorphism of L of order n. Let h = L⊗Z C denote the complex ambient
vector space of L. Let (., .) denote the standard euclidean inner product w.r.t. coordinate vectors in L
such that 〈α|β〉 = (αG, β) = (α, βG). Note that, by convention, vectors are row vectors and matrices
act to the left.
To define lattice vertex operators, we need the central extension Lˆ of L (as a free abelian group)
defined by
eαeβ = ǫ(α, β)eα+β , α, β ∈ L, eα, eβ, eα+β ∈ Lˆ,
where ǫ : L× L→ C∗ is a 2-cocycle such that
(151)
ǫ(α, β)
ǫ(β, α)
= (−1)〈α,β〉
. More precisely,
Definition C.1. The 2-cocycle ǫ : L× L→ {±1} is a bimultiplicative function satisfying
(152) ǫ(α, α) = (−1)
|α|2
2
and then by bimultiplicativity
(153) ǫ(α, β)ǫ(β, α) = (−1)〈α|β〉 = (−1)(αG,β).
The skew fixes in particular the cohomology class of ǫ.
Definition C.2. The lift of g to a VOA automorphism gˆ is determined by the function ηg : L → C
∗
satisfying
(154) ηg(α)ηg(β)ǫ(α, β) = ηg(α+ β)ǫ(αg, βg).
We use the convention that lattice states eα ∈ VL transform as
(155) gˆeα = ηg(α)
−1eαg.
Let us now construct a lift of an element g. First, we construct the cocycle ǫ explicitly:
Definition C.3. Let M be a matrix. Then let M denote the lower triangular matrix such that
(156) M i,j =Mi,j , if i > j
and
(157) M i,i =
1
2
Mi,i, for all i.
In particular, if M is symmetric then
(158) M +M
T
=M.
Lemma C.1. A possible solution for equations 152 and 153 is given by
(159) ǫ(α, β) = (−1)(αG,β).
Proof. Immediate. 
Now we can use this to construct the map
Theorem C.2. Let ǫ(α, β) be given by Equation 159. Let {vi} be the basis of L and α :=
∑
i nivi a
vector in L. Then the general solution of Equation 154 is given by
ηg(
∑
i
nivi) =
∏
i
ηg(vi)
ni
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)ni(ni−1)
2 ∏
i>j
(
ǫ(vi, vj)
ǫ(vig, vjg)
)ninj
(160)
= (−1)(α(G−gGg
T),α)
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni
,(161)
where we are free to choose the ηg(vi).
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Proof. Let M = G− gGgT. Note that M is antisymmetric, as
G− gGgT + (G− gGgT)T = G− gGgT +G
T
− gG
T
gT(162)
= (G+G
T
)− g(G+G
T
)gT(163)
= G− gGgT = 0.(164)
Let α =
∑
i nivi and β =
∑
imivi. Then
ηg(α)ηg(β)
ǫ(α, β)
ǫ(αg, βg)
= (−1)(αM,α)+(βM,β)+(αM,β)
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni+mi
(165)
= (−1)(αM,α)+(βM,β)+(αM,β)−(αM
T
,β)
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni+mi
(166)
= (−1)(αM,α)+(βM,β)+(αM,β)−(βM,α)
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni+mi
(167)
= (−1)(αM,α)+(βM,β)+(αM,β)+(βM,α)
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni+mi
(168)
= (−1)((α+β)M,(α+β))
∏
i
(
ηg(vi)
(
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
)− 12)ni+mi
(169)
= ηg(α+ β),(170)
where we write M = M −M
T
in line 165 and flip a sign in 167. Note that antisymmetry of M implies
that
(171)
ǫ(vi, vi)
ǫ(vig, vig)
= 1.

C.2. Multiplication of lifted elements. Let g, h ∈ Aut(L) be lattice automorphisms, and gˆ, hˆ their
lifts defined in section C.1,
(172) hˆeα = ηh(α)
−1eαh , gˆeα = ηg(α)
−1eαg .
Lemma C.3. The multiplication in Aut(Lˆ) is given by
(173) gˆhˆ = ĝhs(g, h),
where
(174) s(g, h) =
ηh(·)
−1ηg(h·)
−1
ηgh(·)−1
is a map Aut(L)×Aut(L)→ Hom(L,C∗) that satisfies the 2-cocycle condition.
Proof. We calculate
(175) gˆhˆeα = ηh(α)
−1ηg(hα)
−1eαhg
and
(176) ĝheα = ηgh(α)
−1eαhg.
If follows that
(177) gˆhˆ = ĝh
ηh(·)
−1ηg(h·)
−1
ηgh(·)−1
.
The cocycle property can be verified directly. 
Note in particular that s(g, h) is not central in Aut(Lˆ).
C.3. Standard Lifts. Let g ∈ Aut(L) and let be Lg ⊂ L be the sublattice of g-invariant elements.
By definition (154) the restriction ηg|Lg to the fixed-point lattice is a homomorphism. Hence for any
ξg ∈ Hom(L,C
∗) such that ξg|Lg = ηg|
−1
Lg
the lift ξg(·)ηg(·) is a standard lift. In particular, note that by
lemma A.2 any basis of Lg can be extended to a basis of L and hence such a ξg exists.
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C.4. Lifting for Zq ⋊φ Zp.
Lemma C.4. As a finitely generated group Zq ⋊φ Zp is defined by the relations
gp = id(178)
hq = id(179)
ghg−1 = hφ.(180)
We want to construct a splitting lift η˜g, η˜h such that gˆ, hˆ still satisfy (178) through (180) and thus
generate the same group ι(G) = Zq ⋊φ Zp.
For simplicity we assume that we are given standard lifts ηg and ηh without order doubling, that
is that the relations 178 and 179 are automatically satisfied. It is straightforward to generalize our
construction otherwise. Hence for given standard lifts ηg and ηh define the homomorphism
(181) f(α) := ηg(αg
−1h)ηg(αg
−1)ηh(αg
−1)
φ−1∏
i=0
ηh(αh
i).
We then have the following lemma:
Lemma C.5. The relation gˆ−1hˆgˆ = hˆφ is equivalent to ηg,h satisfying
(182) f(α) = 1 .
Proof. Since gˆ acts on lattice states as
(183) gˆeα = ηg(α)
−1eαg ,
we have
gˆneα = ηgn(α)
−1eαgn =
n−1∏
i=0
ηg(αg
i)−1eαgn(184)
and
(185) gˆ−1eα = ηg(αg
−1)−1eαg−1 .
Using (184) and (185) and the fact that g−1hgh−φ = e, a straightforward computation gives
(186) hˆ−φgˆhˆgˆ−1eα = ηg(αg
−1)ηh(αg
−1)ηg(αg
−1h)
φ−1∏
i=0
ηh(αh
i)eα ,
which establishes (182).

In general of course our given standard lifts ηg and ηh will not satisfy (182). We therefore want to
construct homomorphisms ξg and ξh such that the new lifts η˜g = ηgξg and η˜h = ηhξh do satisfy Equation
182. In order for the new η˜g and η˜h to still be standard lifts we demand that ξg(Lg) = ξh(Lh) = 1. To
satisfy (182), ξg and ξh must satisfy
(187) ξg(αg
−1(h− 1))ξh(α(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi)) = f(α).
We now want to construct such homomorphisms ξh, ξg. To do this, we will want to use the Smith formal
form of the quotient Λh := L/Lh. Let us first establish that the action of g is well defined on this
quotient:
Lemma C.6. gLh ⊂ Lh
Proof. The projector πh =
∑q−1
i=0 h
i onto the h invariant subspace commutes with g,
(188) gπhg
−1 = πh .
This follows from the fact that Zq is a normal subgroup of G, such that gZq g
−1 = Zq. It follows that
gLh ⊂ Lh. 
Corollary C.7. f(α) = 1 for all α ∈ Lh.
Proof. Follows from (181), the fact that ηh is a standard lift, and Lemma C.6. 
We want to define ξg, ξh using the following basis of L:
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Lemma C.8. There exist two bases {α1, . . . , αk, γ1, . . . , γl, ǫ1, . . . , ǫm} and {β1, . . . , βk, δ1, . . . , δl, ǫ1, . . . , ǫm}
of L together with positive integers si such that
αi(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi)− siβi ∈ Lh(189)
γj(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi) ∈ Lh(190)
ǫj(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi) ∈ Lh .(191)
Proof. Let L = Λh+Lh be a decomposition into the fixed-point sublattice Lh and the primitive sublattice
Λh. Pick {ǫj} to be a basis of Lh. Lemma C.6 implies (191), and also establishes that g
−1 −
∑φ−1
i=0 h
i
acts on the quotient L/Lh. We can therefore use the Smith normal form for L/Lh, meaning that there
exist bases {a1, . . . , ak, c1, . . . , cl} and {b1, . . . , bk, d1, . . . , dl} of L/Lh such that
(192) ai(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi) = sibi
and
(193) cj(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi) = 0,
where {s1, . . . , sk} are the elementary divisors of g
−1 −
∑φ−1
i=0 h
i. Using the isomorphism Λh ∼= L/Lh as
free Z-modules, we can lift the above bases of L/Lh to bases {α1, . . . , αk, γ1, . . . , γl} and {β1, . . . , βk, δ1, . . . , δl}
of Λh. (189) and (190) are then automatically satisfied. 
Using this basis, we can now define the ξg, ξh. It turns out that there is a potential obstruction having
to do with the value of f on the γi:
Theorem C.9. Let f satisfy f(γi) = 1, i = 1, . . . , l. Then a solution to Equation 187 is given by
(194) ξg(α) = 1, for all α ∈ L
and
(195) ξh(βi) = f(αi)
1
si , ξh(δj) = 1 , ξh(ǫj) = 1 .
Proof. We prove this by evaluating (187) on the basis {αi, γj , ǫj}. Note that the first factor in (187)
vanishes because ξg = 1. We immediately have
(196) f(ǫj) = 1 = ξh(ǫj(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi)) .
By (189) we have
(197) f(αi) = ξh(siβi) = ξh(αi(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi))
and by (190)
(198) f(γi) = 1 = ξh(γi(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi))

Let us now discuss under what conditions we indeed have f(γi) = 1. Our goal is to replace this
condition with a slightly different one, which we can then check efficiently on a case by case basis.
Lemma C.10.
(199) g−1(h− 1)(1− g) = −(g−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi)(1 − h) ,
Proof. Expand both sides and use (180). 
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Lemma C.11. For α ∈ ker(g−1(h− 1)(1− g)) we have
(200) ξg(αg
−1(h− 1)) = 1
and
(201) ξh(α(g
−1 −
φ−1∑
i=0
hi)) = 1.
Proof. If α ∈ ker(g−1(h − 1)(1 − g)), it follows that αg−1(h − 1) ∈ Lg, hence (200). By Lemma C.10
we can take α ∈ ker((g−1 −
∑φ−1
i=0 h
i)(1 − h)), which again implies α(g−1 −
∑φ−1
i=0 h
i) ∈ Lh, from which
(201) follows. 
It follows immediately that
Corollary C.12. There is a solution to (187) if and only if f(α) = 1 for all α ∈ ker(g−1(h− 1)(1− g)).
Proof. γi ∈ ker(g
−1(h−1)(1−g)) by (190) and Lemma C.10, so that Theorem C.9 applies. The converse
follows from Lemma C.11. 
We then check by hand that for all our groups, f(α) = 1 for all α ∈ ker(g−1(h− 1)(1− g)).
Appendix D. Twisted modules for lattice VOAs
D.1. Basis of twisted lattice operators.
Theorem D.1. Let {αi} be a basis of L and assume that we have a fixed set Uαi that satisfy (67). Then
the lattice operators defined by
(202) U(
∑
i niαi)
=
∏
i<j
(
ǫ(αi, αj)B(αi, αj)
)ninj∏
i
Uniαi
(
ǫ(αi, αi)B(αi, αi)
)ni(ni−1)
2 ,
where we use the shorthand
(203)
∏
i
Uniα := U
n1
α1U
n2
α2 . . . .
all satisfy (67).
Proof. Let ǫˆ(α, β) = ǫ(α, β)B(α, β), such that Equation 67 becomes Uα+β = ǫˆ(α, β)UαUβ. Then we
calculate
U(
∑
i
niαi)U(
∑
j
mjαj)ǫˆ
(∑
i
niαi,
∑
j
mjαj
)
=(204)
=
∏
i,j
ǫˆ(αi, αj)
nimj
∏
i<j
ǫˆ(αi, αj)
ninj+mimj
∏
i
ǫˆ(αi, αi)
ni(ni−1)+mi(mi−1)
2
∏
i
Uniαi
∏
j
Umjαj(205)
=
∏
i<j
ǫˆ(αi, αj)
ninj+mimj+nimj+njmi
∏
i
ǫˆ(αi, αi)
ni(ni−1)+mi(mi−1)
2 +nimi
∏
i
Unimiαi(206)
=
∏
i<j
ǫˆ(αi, αj)
(ni+mi)(nj+mj)
∏
i
ǫˆ(αi, αi)
(ni+mi)(ni+mi−1)
2
∏
i
Unimiαi ,(207)
where we used the identity
(208)
∏
i
Uniαi
∏
j
Umjαj =
∏
i
Unimiαi
∏
i>j
(
ǫˆ(αj , αi)
ǫˆ(αi, αj)
)nimj
.

D.2. Twist compatibility.
Lemma D.2. The twist compatibility condition 71 is equivalent to
(209) Uα(1−g) = η(α)
−1ǫ(α(1 − g), αg)B(α(1 − g), αg)−1 exp(2πibα) exp(−2πiα(0)).
Proof. Straightforward computation. 
Lemma D.3. If the operators Uα, Uβ satisfy the twist compatibility condition (67), then so does Uα+β.
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Proof. We prove this by showing that U(α+β)(1−g) satisfies (209). Let ǫ˜(., .) = ǫ(., .)B(., .)
−1.We calculate
U(α+β)(1−g) = ǫ˜(α(1 − g), β(1− g))
−1Uα(1−g)Uβ(1−g)(210)
= η(α)−1η(β)−1
ǫ˜(α(1 − g), αg)ǫ˜(β(1 − g), βg)
ǫ˜(α(1 − g), β(1− g))
(211)
exp(2πi(bα + bβ)) exp(−2πi(α(0) + β(0)))(212)
= η(α+ β)−1ǫ˜(β(1 − g), αg)ǫ˜(α(1 − g), αg)(213)
ǫ˜(β(1 − g), βg)ǫ˜(α(1− g), βg) exp(2πi(bα + bβ + 〈α0|β0〉)) exp(−2πi(α+ β)(0))(214)
= η(α+ β)−1ǫ˜((α+ β)(1 − g), (α+ β)g) exp(2πibα+β) exp(−2πi(α+ β)(0)).(215)

D.3. Defect representation Ω.
Theorem D.4. Let {αi} be a basis of L
⊥ such that siαi ∈ L(1 − g) for all i and η(α˜i) = 1, where
α˜i(1−g) = siαi and let λ satisfy Equations 93 and 94. Then λ(αi) is uniquely determined up to an si-th
root of unity by
(216) λ(αi) = η(α˜i)
− 1
si ǫ(αi, α˜i)B(αi, α˜i)
−1
(
ǫ(αi, αi)B(αi, αi)
) si+1
2 exp(
2πi
si
bα˜i)
Proof. By Equation 93 we have
(217) λ(siαi) = λ(αi)
si(ǫ(αi, αi)B(αi, αi))
si(si−1)
2 ,
where we may choose a basis such that χαi(xαi ) and by Equation 94
λ(siαi) = λ(α˜i(1− g))(218)
= η(α˜i)
−1ǫ(α˜i(1− g), α˜ig)B(α˜i(1− g), α˜ig)
−1 exp(2πibα˜i)(219)
= η(α˜i)
−1ǫ(siαi, α˜ig)B(siαi, α˜ig)
−1 exp(2πibα˜i)(220)
= η(α˜i)
−1ǫ(siαi, α˜i − siαi)B(siαi, α˜i − siαi)
−1 exp(2πibα˜i)(221)
= η(α˜i)
−1
(
ǫ(αi, α˜i)B(αi, α˜i)
−1
)si(
ǫ(αi, αi)B(αi, αi)
)s2i exp(2πibα˜i)(222)
Hence it follows that
(223) λ(αi)
si = η(α˜i)
−1
(
ǫ(αi, α˜i)B(αi, α˜i)
−1
)si(
ǫ(αi, αi)B(αi, αi)
) si(si+1)
2 exp(2πibα˜i),
so that in particular λ(αi) is determined up to an si-th root of unity. 
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